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Abstract: 

In this work, analytical expressions of mechanical fields are provided for strain hardening 

thermo-viscoplastic porous materials containing spheroidal voids subjected to homogeneous 

strain rate loading. Explicit relationships are provided for the macroscopic stress, the plastic 

multiplier, the effective equivalent plastic strain in the matrix when the constitutive behavior 

of the porous medium is of Gurson type model. Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric loadings 

are considered. The behavior of the porous material is governed by the model developed by 

Gologanu et al. (Gologanu, M., Leblond, J.-B., Perrin, G., Devaux, J., 1997, CISM Courses 

and lectures, 377, 61-130). The particular case of the Gurson model (Gurson, A. L., 1977, 

ASME Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology 99, 2-15) is also investigated since 

it is widely adopted in the literature for analytical modeling or finite elements calculations. 

Various matrix behaviors are considered. The matrix is first considered as rigid perfectly 

plastic.  Interestingly, the approach is also valid for nonlinear viscoplastic material with work 

hardening and temperature dependency. Extensions are also considered when the matrix 

material is orthotropic. Finally, the numerical implementation is discussed and it is shown that 

by adopting the proposed approach, the efficiency of the radial return algorithm can be 

improved. 
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1. Introduction 

The description of plasticity problems generates non linear equations which are usually solved 

by iterative procedures, Simo and Hughes (1998). In the present work, we address the case of 

porous ductile materials, whose behavior is described by a Gurson type approach. Porous 

plasticity has received a large attention in the literature. Different strategies have been 

proposed to model this type of materials. 

Some of the works are based on non linear homogenization techniques to characterize the 

macroscopic behavior of porous medium, see Duva (1986), Ponte Castañeda (1991), Michel 

and Suquet (1992), Song and Ponte-Castaneda (2017). In these works, the key point is to 

define a stress or strain rate potential for the considered microstructures. When the potential is 

known, then, the conjugates variables (strain rate or stress tensor) are immediately obtained. 

As mentioned in Danas and Ponte Castañeda (2009), for linear viscous matrix, the predictions 

of the variational approach of Ponte Castañeda (1991) provides exact results in case of 

spherical loading. This type of approach has received lots of attention in the literature as many 

additional references can be found in the literature. We will not develop further the interest of 

adopting such formalism since our contribution is not dedicated to this type of approach.  

Some works are based on limit analysis. Since the seminal paper of Gurson (1977), numerous 

forms of yield surfaces have been proposed relating the effective and spherical parts of the 

stress tensor to the porosity. For Gurson type models, when the matrix is assumed to be 

viscoplastic or when strain hardening, temperature softening or anisotropy are introduced, the 

model is complemented by evolution equations for internal variables. The extension of 
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Gurson type models from perfectly plastic to viscoplastic and hardening materials has been 

widely discussed in the literature (Cocks (1989), Duva (1986), Michel and Suquet (1992)). 

Such effort was continued in the recent years, see Reboul and Vadillo (2018) for viscoplastic 

material or Morin et al. (2017) for kinematic and isotropic hardening. The shape of the void is 

also an important parameter that should be accounted for to accurately analyze the fracture 

mechanism of ductile porous materials, Gologanu et al. (1993, 1994, 1997), Gărăjeu et al. 

(2000). Next, we will focus on this type of models to explore the possibility to have analytical 

expressions for the mechanical fields. 

 

Unfortunately, as the number of internal variables is increased, the opportunity to derive 

analytical expressions for the mechanical fields is reduced and the recourse to numerical 

approach is necessary. The derivation of efficient strategies to numerically implement porous 

models has led to a large effort over the last decades. One may refer for instance to Aravas 

(1987), Mühlich et al. (2003), Vadillo et al. (2008), Enakoutsa et al. (2009) to have an 

overview of available strategies to implement porous constitutive models in finite element 

software.  

 

In the present work, specific porous plasticity models are adopted: Gurson (1977), Gologanu 

et al. (1997). By construction, their mathematical expressions are similar. For the Gurson 

model, the effective stress is linked to the mean stress and the porosity. For a perfectly plastic 

material, the limit analysis provides analytical expressions for the macroscopic stress, 

Gologanu et al. (1997), Gologanu (1997), Leblond (2003), Monchiet et al. (2007), Monchiet 

and Kondo (2013), Balan and Cazacu (2013). Exact solutions were also developed in the 

literature for a hollow cylinder or a sphere under hydrostatic loading in a viscoplastic matrix, 

Michel and Suquet (1992), Leblond et al. (1994), Leblond and Roy (2000). 
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We propose a versatile method for obtaining analytical expressions of the macroscopic stress 

for axisymmetric loading. The approach applies for a large variety of matrix behaviors, from 

perfect plasticity to strain hardening thermo-viscoplasticity. Matrix anisotropy can be also 

considered for some specific cases. However, it should be noted that all expressions obtained 

are estimates that should be evaluated. For a perfectly plastic matrix, the estimates of the yield 

surfaces are consistently obtained from the limit analysis, Gurson (1977), Gologanu et al. 

(1993, 1994, 1997). However, a direct extension of these results to viscoplasticity or to strain-

hardening plasticity is problematic. Leblond et al. (1994) have clearly explained the 

difficulties to get consistent estimates for porous materials with non-linear matrix. Analytical 

expressions of mechanical fields obtained in this paper may help to validate such extensions.   

 

The paper is organized as follows. The method is introduced in Section 2 and applied to the 

model of Gologanu et al. (1993, 1994, 1997). For this first example, a rigid perfectly plastic 

response and a viscoplastic behavior are considered for the matrix. Extension to materials 

presenting strain hardening and/or temperature dependency is also addressed. In Section 3, 

various particular cases are investigated: Gurson (1977) model with spherical voids, 

Gologanu et al. (1997) model for spheroidal and cylindrical voids. Section 4 extends the 

method to non-axisymmetric loadings and the possibility of considering anisotropic matrix 

responses is discussed. Finally, it is shown that the proposed analytical expressions can be 

adopted to reduce the number of non-linear equations to be solved in a finite element code. 

This is a noteworthy point when dealing with large scale finite element calculations. 

 

 

2. General formulation of the problem 
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2.1 Introduction 

A porous material is considered with porosity f. The distribution of void centers is isotropic. 

The matrix material is rigid thermo-viscoplastic and has an orthotropic response. Elasticity is 

disregarded from Section 2 to Section 4.  A representative volume element (RVE) is defined 

having the same porosity f. A Cartesian coordinate system is associated to a reference frame 

���; ��; ��� (see Fig. 1), corresponding to the principal directions of the macroscopic loading 

and the principal directions of orthotropy. The RVE is subjected to homogeneous strain rate 

loading at the external boundary: 

 � = 
. �		with	
 = �
�� 0 00 
�� 00 0 
���       (1) 

 

Let us denote Σ	 the macroscopic stress prevailing at the external boundary of the RVE. 

Assuming that the voids are spheroidal with principal directions ���; ��; ���, we have: 

Σ = �Σ�� 0 00 Σ�� 00 0 Σ���         (2) 

 

In the present work, we focus on Gurson type of models. So the macroscopic yield surface 

can be written as: 

Φ�Σ��, Σ��, Σ��, ���, � = 0          (3) 

 

where  ���  is a measure of the effective flow stress existing in the matrix during the loading.   

As already stated, the matrix is thermo-viscoplastic and the general expression for the flow 

stress takes the form: 

��� = !��"#$ , %#$ , &�           (4) 
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"#$ denotes the effective equivalent plastic strain rate (assumed uniform in the matrix), 

%#$ = '"#$"(	 is the accumulated plastic strain and T is the temperature. The matrix material 

obeys the )* flow law except otherwise specified.  

 

The porous material is assumed to be plastically loaded. The macroscopic plastic strain rate 

tensor is given by: 

	
 = Λ ,-,.            (5) 

 

Λ is the plastic multiplier defined by the Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition (Λ ≥ 0,Φ ≤
0	and	ΛΦ = 0 . Note that 
 represents the plastic strain rate tensor since the material is rigid 

(elasticity neglected in Sections 2-4). 

 

The evolution of the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix is defined assuming 

that the macroscopic work of deformation per unit volume is equal to the plastic work in the 

matrix: 

Σ:
 = �1 − � ���"#$         (6) 

 

The goal of the present work is to provide a set of analytical expressions for the macro-stress 

components, the effective plastic strain rate in the matrix and the plastic multiplier. The 

matrix behavior is thermo-viscoplastic (see Eq. (4)). Note that analytical expressions for a 

perfectly rigid matrix are given in the literature, see for instance Gologanu et al. (1997), 

Gologanu (1997), Leblond (2003).  The following set of equations has to be solved: 
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7Φ = 0∃Λ > 0, 
 = Λ ,-,.Σ��
�� + Σ��
�� + Σ��
�� = �1 − � ���"#$
       (7) 

 

Next, a specific representative volume element and an associated flow surface Φ are 

considered. In this contribution, we will consider the Gologanu et al. model (1997) (referred 

to as GLPD in the following), the Gurson model (1977) and we provide some indication for 

more general models valid for ellipsoid voids. The proposed method is general so that 

extension to some other porous models of the literature might be considered. 

 

2.2 Analytical expressions for mechanical fields based on the model of Gologanu 

et al. (1997) 

 

2.2.1 Stress state evaluation 

In this section, the porous medium contains spheroidal voids of identical shape. The semi axes 

of the spheroids are aligned with the loading axis.  As proposed by Gologanu et al. (1997), the 

representative volume element (RVE) is made of two confocal axisymmetric spheroids (see 

Figure 1 for a RVE with prolate void). The lengths a1 (along ez) and b1 (along ex and ey) are 

the semi axes of the void. a2 (along ez) and b2 (along ex and ey) represent the semi axes of the 

outer surface of the RVE. Note that Gologanu et al. (1997) have considered porous medium 

with prolate and oblate spheroids. They have also shown that the spherical void case is a limit 

case of both prolate and oblate configurations. Since spheroids are confocal, the focal distance 

c is constant 	; = <=>* − ?>* = <=** − ?**. The void volume fraction in the RVE is		� = @A.BAC@C.BCC		, 
chosen identical to the porosity of the porous material.  
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The strain rate tensor (for axisymmetric loading) is given by Eq. (1) with 
�� = 
��. As a 

consequence, the macroscopic stress is also diagonal, as in Eq. (2) with Σ�� = 	Σ��. 

a2

a1

b1

b2

ex

O

eZ

 

FIG. 1 – RVE configuration: A prolate void with semi axes a1 and b1 is embedded into a 

confocal prolate spheroid with semi axes a2 and b2. The symmetry axis is �D; ���. 
 

Under loading conditions (Λ > 0), the plastic multiplier can be eliminated and the set of 

equations (7) can be replaced by the following one: 

EFG
FHΦ = 0,-,.II 
�� − ,-,.JJ 
�� = 02Σ��
�� + Σ��
�� = �1 − � ���"#$Λ > 0

        (8) 
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Based on limit analysis, Gologanu et al. (1997) were able to propose a yield surface for the 

porous medium under axisymmetric loading: 

Φ = LMNC �Σ�� − Σ�� + OΣP * + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � ;RSℎ UV .WMNX − �Q + 1 * − �Q + � * = 0
 (9) 

with: 

ΣP = 2Y*Σ�� + �1 − 2Y* Σ��        (10) 

 

Y*	is the shape parameter of the outer surface of the RVE. Expressions for parameters 

�Z, O, Q, V 	are detailed in Gologanu et al. (1997) for a rigid perfectly plastic matrix material 

and provided in Appendix A for prolate and oblate voids. 

These parameters are only depending on the shape of the void.  

From the yield surface (9), the derivatives 
,-,.II and  

,-,.JJ	can be evaluated. Note that the 

expression 
,-,.II is obtained from Equation (9) where a factor ½ has been introduced because 

of axisymmetric loading, as explained in Gologanu et al. (1997): 

[ ,-,.II = *LM\NC �Σ�� − Σ�� + OΣP U− >* + OY*X + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � V ]CM\N S^_ℎ UV .WM\NX,-,.JJ = *LM\NC �Σ�� − Σ�� + OΣP �1 + O�1 − 2Y* � + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � V �>`*]C M\N S^_ℎ UV .WM\NX 

      (11) 

 

In the present work the deviatoric stress is defined as: 

 Σa = Σ�� − Σ��          (12) 

 

With Eqs. (9), (10), (11) and (b U
X = 2
�� + 
��, the set of Equations (8) becomes: 
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EFG
FH LM\NC �Σa + OΣP * + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � ;RSℎ UV .WM\NX − �Q + 1 * − �Q + � * = 0*LM\NC �Σa + OΣP Π> + 2Π*�Q + 1 �Q + � dM\N S^_ℎ UV .WM\NX = 0ΣP(b U
X + 2ΣaΠ* = �1 − � ���"#$Λ > 0

 (13) 

 

where: 

eΠ> = �−1 + 2OY* aJJ* + �−1 − O + 2OY* 
��Π* = Y*
�� − �1 − 2Y* 
��       (14) 

 

Next, the condition Π> ≠ 0	is assumed. The case Π> = 0	is investigated in Appendix B. From 

equation (13-2), we have: 

Σa + OΣP = − gCgA �Q + 1 �Q + � dM\NL S^_ℎ UV .WM\NX      (15) 

 

Introducing Eq. (15) into Eq. (13-1) gives: 

U− gCgAX* �Q + 1 *�Q + � * dCL hS^_ℎ UV .WM\NXi* + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � ;RSℎ UV .WM\NX − �Q + 1 * − �Q + � * = 0 

 (16) 

 

With the definition: 

j = ;RSℎ UV .WM\NX,           (17) 

 

Eq. (16) becomes: 

gCCdCgACL �Q + 1 *�Q + � *kj* − 1l + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � j − �Q + 1 * − �Q + � * = 0 (18) 

 

This quadratic equation in	j	has a single positive solution which is:  
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j = `mCnomCC`pmAmq*mA = − *mqmCnomCC`pmAmq		       (19) 

 

where: 

 

EFG
FHr> = gCCdCgACL �Q + 1 *�Q + � *r* = 2�Q + 1 �Q + � rs = −�Q + 1 * − �Q + � * − gCCdCgACL �Q + 1 *�Q + � *    (20) 

 

Note that Eq. (19) is also valid for the particular case Π* = 0. 

 

Based on the analytical expression of X (Eq. (19)), the stress parameter 	ΣP	can be written 

from Eq. (17) as: 

	ΣP = ���t>            (21) 

 

with: 

t> = ± >d v_�j + √j* − 1�          (22) 

 

It should be noticed that the result (21) was already obtained by Gologanu et al. (1997), 

during the derivation of the yield surface but the matrix material was assumed perfectly 

plastic. In this work, the relationship (21) is obtained adopting a different way, which may 

also be used for different yield surfaces of the literature. 

 

At this stage, the term ���	is still unknown and the sign of 	ΣP has to be determined. From 

equation (15), Σa is found: 

Σa = ���t*           (23) 
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where: 

t* = −Ot> − gCdgAL �Q + 1 �Q + � S^_ℎ�Vt>       (24) 

 

From the equivalence between the macroscopic and microscopic plastic dissipations (Eq. 6): 

���t>(b U
X + 2���t*Π* = �1 − � ���"#$,       (25) 

 

an analytical form for the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix is found: 

"#$ = xAyzUaXn*xCgC>`{            (26) 

It appears that "#$ is only related to the macroscopic strain rate and to the geometrical 

configuration (shape of the RVE and porosity).  Note that "#$ is independent of the 

description of the matrix behavior. This feature is due to the fact that the parameters 

�Y*, Z, O, Q, V  of the model have no material dependency since they have been derived for the 

specific case of a rigid perfectly plastic matrix. The effective equivalent plastic strain rate can 

be linked to material properties when the parameters of the model present such dependency, 

as for instance in Flandi and Leblond (2005a, 2005b). It should be mentioned that to the 

author best knowledge, the analytical expression of the effective equivalent plastic strain rate 

in the matrix was never obtained previously. This is an interesting outcome of the present 

work. Such explicit expression could be useful to validate the extension of the Gurson type 

model to thermoviscoplastic materials based on the dissipation balance Eq. (6). 

 

The effective equivalent plastic strain rate "#$ 	is by definition positive. It is shown in 

Appendix C that "#$ > 0 implies t>Π> < 0. Therefore, from Eq. (22) we have: 

t> = − >d v_�j + √j* − 1�SQ_�Π>        (27) 
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By introducing Eq. (15) into Eq. (11), a simplified expression for the stress derivative of the 

yield function Φ is found. After some mathematical developments (see Appendix D), using 

definitions (5) and (14), a closed form expression for the plastic multiplier is found: 

Λ = − gA�}n> �}n{ dM\N~��P�dxA         (28) 

   

It is noteworthy to mention that as the sign of t>	has been selected to ensure the positivity of 

"#$, this selection process leads also to the fact that Λ	is positive (see Appendix C). 

 

To summarize equations, the closed form expressions for the macrostress, plastic multiplier 

and effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix are: 

EFG
FHΣ�� = ����t> + �2Y* − 1 t* Σ�� = ����t> + 2Y*t* Λ = − gA�}n> �}n{ dM\N~��P�dxA "#$ = xAyzUaXn*xCgC>`{

        (29) 

 

As a consequence, the stress state and the plastic multiplier are function of the matrix flow 

stress ���, the strain rate tensor, the porosity and geometrical configuration of the RVE while 

the effective plastic strain rate in the matrix is solely dependent upon the strain rate tensor, the 

porosity and the geometrical configuration of the RVE.  

 

Note that the first three equations of set (29) are identical to the parametrization proposed 

earlier by Gologanu (1997). Next, some particular constitutive relationships for the matrix are 

considered to evaluate ���. 
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2.2.2 Evaluation of the matrix flow stress and internal parameters 

The matrix material is assumed viscoplastic with a flow stress which is, in the first step, solely 

dependent upon the effective plastic strain rate: ��� = ��ℱ�"#$�. The resistance stress ��	is a 

material parameter. With Eq. (26) we have:  

��� = ��ℱhxAyzUaXn*xCΠ2>`{ i         (30) 

 

Consequently, the stress components, the plastic multiplier (set of equations (29)) are 

analytically derived. With this method, recourse to the Newton-Raphson procedure, often 

adopted in the literature, is no more necessary to evaluate the stress state. The present 

approach enables to provide an explicit expression for the effective stress in the matrix, see 

Eq. (30). To the author’s best knowledge, such a close form expression for viscoplastic 

material was not found in the literature. Those quantities "#$ and ��� were introduced by 

Gurson (1977) in a heuristic manner to preserve the balance between macroscopic and 

microscopic plastic work. Eqs (26) and (30) provide the closed form expressions of  "#$ and 

��� which are only linked to the macroscopic strain rate, the RVE configuration and for ��� to 

the constitutive behavior of the matrix. 

 

Note that this formulation is presently used by the authors to define the dynamic flow surface 

of porous materials subjected to dynamic loadings (see Sartori et al. (2015, 2016)). Based on 

the above closed form expressions, the overall stress components are defined in a 

straightforward manner. The computation cost is almost vanishing for these types of 

applications. 

 

Now we address the case where the matrix flow stress exhibits also strain rate hardening and 

temperature dependence as described in Eq. (4). Consider that at time t, all mechanical fields 
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are known. The porous material is subjected to a constant strain rate during the time period dt. 

As a consequence, when elasticity is disregarded, the porosity evolution is provided by 

�� = �1 − � (b	
, leading to: 

��( + "( = 1 + ���( − 1 ��� U−(b U
X "(X      (31) 

 

From Eq. (26), the cumulative plastic strain is updated: 

%#$�( + "( = %#$�( + "#$"(        (32) 

 

Note that for both Eqs (31) and (32), the strain rate tensor and "#$ are assumed constant 

during the time increment dt. 

With no temperature dependence, the yield stress is updated ��� U"#$ , %#$�( + "( X, and the 

two stress components are: 	ΣP = ���t>	and 	Σa = ���t*. 

 

In the case of temperature dependency, the temperature increment d&  is, assuming adiabatic 

conditions, given by: 

�;"& = t���"#$"(          (33) 

 

Finally, it is important to notice that the above method can be applied to any yield surface of 

the following form:  

�M\NC �Σ#$�* + �;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i + Z = 0       (34) 

Σ#$	is the equivalent macroscopic stress, ! UΣX	is a linear function of Σ	and ��, �, Z 	are 

parameters depending only on the strain rate components and the geometry of the RVE. 
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The proposed approach is applied in the following section to the Gurson model. Specific 

configurations for voids (spherical, cylindrical, spheroidal) are also discussed.  

 

 

3. Particular cases 

In this section, the previous methodology is applied to some classical models of the literature. 

The Gurson model (spherical or cylindrical voids) with viscoplastic matrix is analyzed. Note 

that the method can also easily provide closed form expressions of mechanical fields for 

microcracked materials, by using the GLPD model with the appropriate set of parameters. In 

Section 2, the porous material is subjected to axisymmetric loading, since the GLPD model is 

valid for such loading conditions.  Nevertheless, it has been mentioned that the Gurson model 

with spherical void has an explicit expression for general loadings. Some indications is 

provided in Appendix E to prove the fact that the proposed method is also valid for general 

loadings in the case of Gurson model. In addition, the section 5 dedicated to numerical 

implementation considers such general loading conditions.  

 

3.1 Gurson model 

The Gurson model with spherical void is a particular case of the Gologanu et al. (1997) model 

with:	Z = 1, Y* = >s, O = 0, Q = 0, V = s*. Then, we have Π> = − >* (b U
X , Π* = >s �
�� −

��  and j = `*n�p`��CC�AC�`>`{C`���CC�AC{C�

�C�CC�AC{  

In case of viscoplastic matrix (power law model ��� = ��"#$� ), the set of Eq. (29) defining the 

macrostress, plastic multiplier and effective strain rate in the matrix simplifies (see Appendix 

E for more details): 
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EFF
FG
FFF
H"#$ = Cq��UA�X�yzUaX�>`{
��� = �� hCq��UA�X�yzUaX�>`{ i�

Σ���� = Σ���� =	 *s���v_ U>{X SQ_ �(b U
X�
Λ = �yzUaX�sM\N�>`{C 

       (35) 

 

The estimate of the mean stress obtained by the Gurson model, complimented with Eq. (8) to 

account for matrix viscoplasticity is therefore:  

Σ��� = 		 *s�� h�yzUaX�>`{ i� Uv_ >{X�n> SQ_ �(b U
X�      (36) 

 

Note that this result was already mentioned in the literature, see for instance Czarnota et al. 

(2006). To obtain this result, Czarnota et al. (2006) have adopted the definition of the 

effective stress in the matrix proposed by Duva (1986). 

 

It is then interesting to compare the expression Σ��� with the exact solution proposed for 

instance by Michel and Suquet (1992) or Leblond et al. (1994) for viscoplastic porous 

material (power law expression for the flow stress): 

Σ��� = 		 *s M�� U >{� − 1X ��*s (b U
X� �SQ_ �(b U
X�     (37) 

 

Note that from the work of Ponte Castañeda (1991) and Danas and Ponte Castañeda (2009), 

an estimate for the mean stress is defined based on the variational bound approach (VAR): 

 

Σ���� =		 *s M��>`{ �<{�A�� ��*s (b U
X� �SQ_ �(b U
X�  
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Danas and Ponte Castañeda (2009) have mentioned that Σ����deviates from the exact solution 

at low porosity and for low value of m, while it is exact for linear porous medium (m=1). 

Since the VAR approach differs in its mathematical formalism from a Gurson type of 

approach, the present development cannot be used yet. 

 

By defining the ratio: 

�~�P = .�� .�¡¢ = >� U >{� − 1X U*sX� �>`{ �
h��UA�Xi��A  ,      (38) 

 

as expected, analytical expression (36) coincide with Eq. (37) only for £ = 0, i.e. �~�P = 1. 

Indeed, lim�→� §*s M�� U >{� − 1X¨ = 		 *s��v_ >{. The extension of the Gurson model to 

viscoplastic matrix based on Eq. (6) is known to provide only estimate, see Duva (1986), 

Michel and Suquet (1992), Leblond et al. (1994). Figure 2 displays the evolution of the ratio 

�~�P 	for three different values of the porosity while the strain rate sensitivity m is ranging 

from 0 to 1 (from perfectly plastic to linear viscous material). 
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f=0.001

f=0.01

f=0.05

f=0.1

a)

 

f=0.1

f=0.05

f=0.01

f=0.001b)

 

FIG. 2 – Evolution of the ratio �~�P in terms of m for four values of the porosity f. a) m is 

ranging from 0 to 1.0. b) m is ranging from 0 to 0.1. The matrix material is viscoplastic 

(power law flow stress). The voids are spherical. 
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As observed on figure 2, the two expressions are quite equivalent for low value of m and for 

large porosity (f=0.05 and f=0.1). One observes that as the porosity decreases, the prediction 

based on the viscoplastic Gurson model deviates from the exact solution, this trend is 

amplified as the strain rate sensitivity m increases. For a porosity � = 10`s and £ = 1, the 

ratio �~�P is larger than ten. For low values of the strain rate sensitivity m (m < 0.05), the 

approximate expression  Σ��� gives quite accurate predictions when compared to the exact 

expression Σ���(6% difference is observed for £ = 0.05 and � = 10`s). 

 

Note that for axisymmetric loading and a power law type for the matrix behavior, an 

approximate solution exists for the spherical or cylindrical voids, see the formalism proposed 

by Leblond et al. (1994). The proposition can be extended for spheroidal voids and still a 

power law matrix. The components of the macroscopic stress are obtained: 

[Σ���~y = dN* ªU
� − >s O�X �*s − *s O�2Y* − 1 �!«*Ψ> + 2�®*�2Y* − 1 Ψ*¯Σ���~y = dN* ªU
� − >s O�X U*s − ps OY*X!«*Ψ> + 4�®*Y*Ψ*¯   (39) 

 

Where the superscript Est indicates that Eqs (39) are only estimates. These expressions (39) 

are valid for spheroidal void shape (oblate or prolate with semi axes aligned with the principal 

direction of the strain rate tensor).  Indeed, !«, ±̅, ®	and � are parameters linked to the shape of 

the void and the components of the strain rate tensor (see Gologanu et al. (1997) for more 

information). Ψ>	and Ψ*	are integral terms defined as follows: 

EFG
FHΨ> = ' ³U!«
� − >s O!�X* ´* + ®*�*µ�¶AC "´A�>
Ψ* = ' ³U!«
� − >s O!�X* ´* + ®*�*µ�¶AC ·��C

A�>
      (40) 
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For spherical void: !« = √3, � = *s �
�� − 
�� , O = 0, ®* = 1 and Y* = >s.  Note that under 

spherical loading �
�� = 
�� = 
�� , one has � = 0. In this particular case, Eqs. (39, 40) 

give the formulation provided by Leblond and Roy (2000) and the closed form expression 

(36) is retrieved. For a perfectly plastic matrix (m = 0), the two integrals of system (40) 

reduce to the integrals proposed by Gologanu et al. (1997). 

 

Next, we compare the predictions of the macroscopic stress components based on the Gurson 

model Eq. (35) to the predictions of Eq. (39). For that purpose, we investigate the variations 

of the following ratios: 

7�� = .II�¹º.II¡¢�� = .JJ�¹º.JJ¡¢
 ,           (41) 

 

for two loading conditions: loading 1(
�� = 1	S`>, 
�� = 0	S`>) and  loading 2 (
�� =
1	S`>, 
�� = 0,5	S`>). 

 

The evolutions of ratios ��	and ��	 are displayed in terms of the strain rate sensitivity m for 

three porosities. A porous viscous material containing spherical voids (resp.  prolate voids 

with an aspect ratio of 5) is analyzed in Figs (3-4) (resp. in Fig. (5)). 

f=0.001 f=0.001

f=0.01
f=0.01

f=0.1
f=0.1
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FIG. 3 – ��	and �� in terms of m for 3 values of the porosity f. Loading 1 is considered. m is 

ranging from 0 to 0.15. a) ��	evolution. b) ��	evolution. The voids are spherical. 

f=0.001

f=0.01

f=0.1

f=0.001

f=0.01

f=0.1

 

FIG. 4 – ��	and �� in terms of m for 3 values of the porosity f. Loading 2 is considered. m is 

ranging from 0 to 0.15. a) ��	evolution. b) ��	evolution. Voids are spherical. 

 

f=0.001

f=0.01

f=0.1

f=0.001

f=0.01

f=0.1

 

FIG. 5 – ��	and �� in terms of m for 3 values of the porosity f. Loading 2 is considered. m is 

ranging from 0 to 0.15. a) ��	evolution. b) ��	evolution. Voids are prolate with aspect ratio 

@ABA = 5. 

 

Similar trends, as in Fig. (2) are observed in Figs (3-5). Indeed, there is a good agreement for 

low values of m and for high porosity. Discrepancies are larger for high values of m and for 
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low porosity. For a porosity of � = 10`s and for m=0.15 a difference of 30% is found 

between the two approaches. Note that Finite Element validations based on unit cell 

calculations should be of interest to evaluate the accuracy of the estimates provided by Eq. 

(39). 

 

 

3.2 Cylindrical void in a viscoplastic matrix 

By adopting the following values: = 1, Y* = >*, O = 0, Q = 0, V = √3, in  Eq. (9), the Gurson 

model with cylindrical void is obtained. In this particular case we have the following 

analytical expressions (see Appendix E for more details):  

EFF
GF
FHΣ�� = 1√3���v_ U1�X SQ_�
jj Σ�� = 1√3���v_ U1�X SQ_�
jj 
"#$ = 2√3 v_U1�X|
jj|>`{Λ = 4|
jj|√3�\0U1−�2X

        (42) 

 

For a porous material under axisymmetric plane strain loading with cylindrical voids and a 

viscoplastic matrix (powerlaw description ��� = ��"#$� ), Leblond et al (1994), Leblond and 

Roy (2000) proposed an exact solution for the spherical part of the macroscopic stress: 

Σ���`L�� =		 >√s M�� U >{� − 1XhyzUaX√s i�
       (43) 

 

From Eq. (42), it is shown that for a Gurson type model under plane strain conditions and 

axisymmetric loading �
�� = 
�� ,  the macroscopic stress tensor is spherical. This result 

was already mentioned in Gurson (1977). In addition, the spherical part of the macroscopic 
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stress predicted by the Gurson model with cylindrical voids is different from the exact results 

given in Eq. (43):  

Σ���`L�� = 		 M�√sh *yzUaX√s�>`{ i� Uv_ >{X�n>
       (44) 

 

To check the accuracy of Eq. (44), the following ratio is considered: 

�L�� = .�� ¶¼½¾
.�¡¢¶¼½¾ = >� U >{� − 1X U>`{* X� >

h��UA�Xi��A      (45) 

 

It is seen that �L�� is linked to �~�P by �L�� = UspX� �~�P. As a consequence, for a perfectly 

plastic matrix (£ = 0), the two expressions are equal and �L�� = 1 . Figure 6 presents the 

dependence of the ratio �L��	with respect to m when the strain rate sensitivity m is varied in 

the range [0;1]. The conclusion of Fig. 2 is still valid.  

 

 

Note also that the VAR approach of Ponte Castañeda (1991) provides also an estimate for 

cylindrical voids, see Danas and Ponte Castañeda (2009): 

 

Σ���� =		 *s M��>`{ �<{�A�� U√s* X>n� ��*s (b U
X� �SQ_ �(b U
X�     (46) 

 

As for sphere, the exact solution (43) is retrieved only in the case of linear viscous material 

with m=1. 
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f=0.1

f=0.05

f=0.01

f=0.001

 

FIG. 6 – Variation of �L��	 with respect to the strain rate sensitivity exponent m. Four 

porosity levels are considered. The matrix material is viscoplastic, with a power law flow 

stress. The voids have a cylindrical shape. 

 

4. Extension of the method to non-axisymmetric problem and anisotropic matrix 

 

4.1 Formulation for non-axisymmetric loadings 

In this section, we extend the previous method to non-axisymmetric loadings. Our goal is still 

to provide explicit expressions for the macroscopic stress tensor defined by Eq. (2). The 

proposed derivation is valid for porous material with a matrix having an isotropic behavior 

and containing spherical voids or spheroidal voids with axes aligned with the principal 

direction of the loading. Thus, the loading is still in the form given by Eq. (1). 
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As shown previously, the proposed methodology can be applied to a variety of porous 

plasticity models (Gurson (1977) or Gologanu et al. (1997)). As a consequence, we consider a 

yield surface of the form:  

Φ = ¿M\NC ��Σ�� − Σ�� * + �Σ�� − Σ�� * + �Σ�� − Σ�� * + Β;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i + Z = 0 (47) 

 

 

where coefficients A, B and C depend on the void geometry, the porosity and material 

parameters. ! UΣX	is a linear function of the components of the macroscopic stress: ! UΣX =
	Á>Σ�� + Á*Σ�� + ÁsΣ��. For the Gurson model, 	Á� =	½.  

 

Adopting the same scheme previously developed (details are provided in Appendix F), the 

components of the macroscopic stress tensor can be written in a generic way: 

ÂΣ�� = ���ψ�Σ�� = ���ψ�Σ�� = ���ψ�            (48) 

 

where ψ� , ψ� 	and ψ�	are analytical expressions, see Appendix F. With recourse of the 

equivalence between the macroscopic and microscopic plastic dissipations: 

���ψ�
�� + ���ψ�
�� + ���ψ�
�� = �1 − � ���"#$,     (49) 

 

a closed form expression for the effective equivalent strain rate in the matrix is found: 

"#$ = ÄIaIInÄÅaÅÅnÄJaJJ�>`{           (50) 

 

For the viscoplastic power law ��� = ��"#$� , the effective flow stress of the matrix follows 

from Eq. (50):   
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��� = �� UÄIaIInÄÅaÅÅnÄJaJJ>`{ X�
         (51) 

 

Finally, when the loading is 3D, an explicit expression for the overall stress tensor is still 

provided by the proposed methodology (see Eq. (48) and Eq. (51)). 

 

Note that the expression for the plastic multiplier can be obtained combining Eqs. (48), (51), 

(F2) and (F4).  

 

4.2 Matrix anisotropy 

The role of matrix anisotropy (we restrict our attention to orthotropy) has been investigated 

widely in the literature in the field of porous plasticity (Benzerga and Besson (2001), Cazacu 

et al. (2003), Monchiet et al. (2008), …). There is a large recent literature in that field and our 

goal is not to consider all proposed models. This section aims at proving that owing to the 

versatility of the methodology, the overall stress tensor can also be derived analytically in 

terms of the overall strain rate. In fact, the present derivations are currently proposed when the 

directions of the loading coincide with the orthotropy axes. Next, we will exemplify the 

strategy based on the work of Benzerga and Besson (2001) who consider a porous medium, 

containing spherical voids and a rigid perfectly plastic matrix obeying Hill’s quadratic yield 

criterion. Note that the derivation can be extended in a straightforward manner for a porous 

material containing spheroidal voids (Monchiet et al. (2008)) where the orthotropy directions, 

the semi axes of the spheroids and the loading directions are aligned.  More general cases 

(general loading with ellipsoids) need to be further investigated. Nevertheless, some 

comments are provided at the end of this section. 

 

Hill (1948) has proposed the following yield criterion: 
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! UσX = s*σ:: σ − σ�* ≤ 0         (52) 

 

where σ�	 is a material constant,  is an orthotropic fourth-order symmetric tensor and σ	the 

stress field in the matrix. In the orthotropy axes, the Hill-equivalent stress can be expressed 

as: 

�Σ#$�* = !�Σ�� − Σ�� * + ±�Σ�� − Σ�� * + �Σ�� − Σ�� * + 2ÇΣ��* + 2ÈΣ��* + 2ÉΣ��*
 (53) 

 

where !, ±, , Ç,È	=_"	É are Hill’s parameters linked to the Lankford’s coefficients (see for 

instance Hill (1948), Cazacu et al. (2003) for more information). In our problem, based on the 

previous restrictions (orthotropy and loading directions are aligned) Σ�� = Σ�� = Σ�� = 0.  

 

The yield function proposed by Benzerga and Besson (2001) or Monchiet et al. (2008) can be 

written in a generic form:  

Φ = ¿M\NC �!�Σ�� − Σ�� * + ±�Σ�� − Σ�� * + �Σ�� − Σ�� * + Β;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i + Z = 0
 (54) 

 

As in the previous section, Δ>	and Δ*	are introduced so that the Hill equivalent stress becomes: 

Σ#$* = !Δ>* + ±Δ** + �Δ> − Δ* *        (55) 

 

The relationship (54) is able to mimic the yield surface for spherical and spheroidal voids in 

orthotropic matrix. It should be reminded that the principal axes of spheroids are assumed to 

be aligned with the orthotropy directions. 
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From Eqs (54-55), calculating 
,Ë,. and using the flow rule Eq. (5), one obtains: 

EFF
GF
FH!Δ> + ±Δ* = M\NC*ÌÍ ÎaIIÏ − ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.II Ñ
−�! +  Δ> + Δ* = M\NC*ÌÍ ÎaÅÅÏ − ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.ÅÅ Ñ
Δ> − �± +  Δ* = M\NC*ÌÍ ÎaJJÏ − ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.JJ Ñ

     (56) 

 

As in the previous section, at least one of the strain rate components has non-zero value, so by 

elimination of Λ, we obtain a set of two linear equations for the unknowns Δ> and Δ*: 

EFG
FHΔ>�!
�� + �! +  
�� + Δ*�±
�� − 
�� = − M\NÐ*ÌÍ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N ie,�U.X,.II 
�� − ,�U.X,.ÅÅ 
��Ò
Δ>�!
�� − 
�� + Δ*�±
�� + �± +  
�� = − M\NÐ*ÌÍ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i e,�U.X,.II 
�� − ,�U.X,.JJ 
��Ò

(57) 

 

Eqs. (57) can be written as: 

ℳ³Δ>Δ*µ = − M\NÐ*ÌÍ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ³ℒ>ℒ*µ        (58) 

 

with	ℳ = ³!
�� + �! +  
�� ±
�� − 
��!
�� − 
�� ±
�� + �± +  
��µ.  
 

and: 

"�(�ℳ = 
���
�� + 
�� + 
�� �!± + ! + ±      (59) 
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Due to the definition of the Lankford coefficient, based on the Hill yield surface (Hill (1948)), 

one has:  
Õ� = b�	and  

Õ� = b��. It implies that !± + ! + ± = !±�1 + b� + b��  which is 

different from zero. The case (b U
X = 0 can be analyzed as in the previous section. As a 

consequence, for loading conditions given by Eq. (1), analytical expressions for Δ>	and	Δ* 

exist since "�(�ℳ ≠ 0. At this point, the same procedure as previously developed in part 4.1 

(and detailed in Appendix F) enables to determine the macroscopic stress. Expressions are not 

given here but can be easily obtained and analytical forms for the stress state can be derived 

when matrix anisotropy is considered. 

 

Interestingly, in the case of non-axisymmetric void, Madou et al. (2012) propose a yield 

surface quite similar to Eq. (56) (at least from a structure point of view). When the loading 

(the strain rate tensor) is diagonal and aligned with the main axes of the ellipsoid, the 

expression of the mechanical fields (stress state, effective strain rate in the matrix, plastic 

multiplier) can be obtained with the proposed method in this section in a straightforward 

manner. For general loading, the work is still in progress. 

 

Another point to address is the fact that ψ�, ψ�, ψ� (see Eq. (48)) are related to the 

macroscopic strain rate, the porosity and the shape of the RVE (for the GLPD model). 

Elasticity being neglected, 
� = 
, so that the porosity is updated owing to Eq (31). The 

evolution of the RVE shape can be also evaluated based on the kinematic boundary conditions 

or with the introduction of a shape parameter S (see Gologanu et al. (1997) or Flandi et al. 

(2006)). In any case, the evolution laws for the RVE shape are only related to the macroscopic 

plastic strain rate. So, with the present method the update of the RVE geometry is 

straightforward and can be done in an implicit manner. 
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5. Analytical results and numerical computation for porous material 

To analyze damage evolution in ductile materials, finite element calculations are widely 

adopted. For an elastic-(thermo-visco) plastic matrix, specific algorithms are needed to 

implement the porous constitutive behavior in the finite element software.  Considering a 

Gurson model, Aravas (1987) proposed a return mapping algorithm and detailed all the 

necessary steps, from the elastic predictor to the plastic corrector. Later, some extensions 

were needed to account for more complex mechanical behavior of the matrix material. For 

instance, among other contributions, one can refer to the work of Mühlich et al. (2003) for 

kinematic hardening or the work of Vadillo et al. (2008) for proposing an efficient scheme for 

thermo-viscoplasticity. 

 

The goal of this part is to describe how the analytical expressions obtained in the previous 

sections may be used to reduce the number of non-linear equations which are needed to 

update the mechanical quantities.  

 

Assume that at time t all the quantities of the problem are known. The material is subjected to 

a total strain increment ΔE during the time step ∆(. In the present case, ΔE can be general (not 

only restricted to axisymmetric loading). The purpose is to update all quantities at time ( +
∆(.  
 

Following the work of Aravas (1987), the Gurson yield surface is written in terms of 

hydrostatic p and deviatoric q stresses: 

Φ = $CM\NC + 2Ø>�;RSℎ Us$C�*M\N X − 1 − Ø>�* = 0       (60) 
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where Ø>	and Ø*	are coefficients introduced by Tveergard and Needleman (1984). The mean 

stress p and the effective stress q are defined below: 

7 � = − >s (b UΣ	X
Ø = Us*Σa: ΣaXAC          (61) 

 

Σa 	 is the deviatoric stress tensor. 

 

Adopting the formulation proposed by Aravas (1987), introducing Δ%� = −ΔΛU,-,�X	and 

Δ%$ = ΔΛU,-,$X, eliminating ΔΛ, a second equation is obtained: 

2 $M\NC Δ%� + s$A$C{M\N S^_ℎ Us$C�*M\N XΔ%$ = 0       (62) 

 

Adopting a predictor-corrector algorithm, it is shown that the hydrostatic and deviatoric 

stresses p and q at time ( + ∆( are only related to the plastic strain increments Δ%$ and Δ%� : 

��( + Δ( = �yz�@� + ÙΔ%�	and  Ø�( + Δ( = Øyz�@� − 3±Δ%$     (63) 

 

where �yz�@� and Øyz�@� are the elastic predictors. They are related to quantities p and q at time 

t and to the total strain increment ΔE, see Aravas (1987) or Vadillo et al (2008) for more 

information. So the trial stresses are known quantities. K and G are the bulk and shear elastic 

modulus respectively. 

 

From Eq. (62), one has: 
$M\N = − ÚÛÜÚÛÝ s$A$C{* S^_ℎ Us$C�*M\N X. By substitution in Eq. (60), a quadratic 

expression in hyperbolic sine is obtained: 
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�ÚÛÜÚÛÝ�* �p �Ø>Ø*� * hS^_ℎ Us$C�*M\N Xi* + 2Ø>�;RSℎ Us$C�*M\N X − 1 − Ø>�* = 0  (64) 

 

Similarly to Section 2, with the change of variable  j = ;RSℎ Us$C�*M\N X and using Eq. (64), the 

hydrostatic stress p is given by:  

� = ± *M\Ns$C v_�j + √j* − 1� = ���t>       (65) 

 

Note that j	is a function of Δ%$ , Δ%� and the porosity f.  From Eq. (31), the update of the 

porosity is: 

��( + Δ( = 1 − �1 − ��( ���� U�−Δ%��X       (66) 

 

In the following, the porosity ��( + Δ(  will be denoted by f. From Eq. (62), the deviatoric 

stress q can be written as: Ø = ���t*. At this stage, the hydrostatic p and deviatoric q stresses 

are given by: 

e� = ���t>�Δ%$ , Δ%�� = ���t>Ø = ���t*�Δ%$ , Δ%�� = ���t*        (67) 

 

From the equivalence between the macroscopic and microscopic plastic dissipation, Eq. (6), 

an analytical link between the plastic strain increment within the matrix Δ%� and the overall 

plastic strain increments,	Δ%$	and Δ%� is proposed: 

Δ%� = xCÚÛÜ`xAÚÛÝ>`{           (68) 

 

Next, the matrix flow stress ��� has to be defined. In this example, we consider the case of a 

viscoplastic matrix (adopting for instance a power law for the flow stress description ��� =
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��"#$� ). A more general flow law could have been adopted, as presented in Section 2.2.2. The 

relationship (68) provides: 

��� = �� UxCÚÛÜ`xAÚÛÝ�>`{ ÚÞ X�
          (69) 

 

Combining Eqs. (62), (67) and (69), the two main unknowns Δ%$ and Δ%� are obtained as 

solutions of the two relationships: 

7 �� UxCÚÛÜ`xAÚÛÝ�>`{ ÚÞ X� t>�Δ%$, Δ%�� = �yz�@� + ÙΔ%��� UxCÚÛÜ`xAÚÛÝ�>`{ ÚÞ X� t*�Δ%$, Δ%�� = Øyz�@� − 3±Δ%$     (70) 

 

The system can be solved using a Newton Raphson technique. The interesting point of the 

proposed method lies in the fact that the derivative of the two relationships with respect to 

Δ%$ and Δ%� have analytical expressions. Therefore, the efficiency of the calculation can be 

accelerated. In addition, when  Δ%$ and Δ%� are known, the porosity, the accumulated plastic 

strain in the matrix, the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix, and the stress 

measures p and q are obtained simultaneously with no additional effort, in a fully implicit 

scheme. Note that with our proposition, only two nonlinear equations are needed to update all 

variables when the matrix is viscous. From the literature, it is usually shown that three 

equations are needed. 

 

Enakoutsa and Leblond (2009) have discussed the integration of the Gologanu et al. (1997) 

model. These authors proposed to update the porosity based on Eq. (66) but with the 

increment Δ%��(  calculated at time ( and not at ( + Δ(. The numerical scheme is therefore 

not fully implicit. In that case, it can easily be shown from Eqs. (64-65) that, for the Gurson 
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(1977) model,  the parameter t>�Δ%$, Δ%�� is depending on a single variable: t>�Δ%$/Δ%��. 
Similarly, we have t*�Δ%$/Δ%��.  
 

Based on the explicit expression of the porosity f, the set of Eq. (70) becomes for the perfectly 

plastic case: 

e ��t>�Δ%$/Δ%�� −	��yz�@� + ÙΔ%� = 0��t*�Δ%$/Δ%�� − �Øyz�@� − 3±Δ%$� = 0      (71) 

 

The combination of the two equations leads to: 

MNxC�ÚÛÜ/ÚÛÝ�`	$ºàáâ¾MNxA�ÚÛÜ/ÚÛÝ�`�ºàáâ¾ + s�ã ÚÛÜÚÛÝ = 0          (72) 

 

One obtains a unique nonlinear equation for the unknown Δ%$/Δ%�. With this solution and 

Eq. (71), the two plastic strain increments Δ%$ and Δ%� are found.  

 

It is seen here that the numerical implementation of the Gurson model, can greatly benefit 

from the analytical expressions derived in the present paper. Mainly, the major novelty is the 

closed form expression of the effective strain rate in the matrix. We will not develop further 

this numerical implementation part but it could be extended to the GLPD model when 

considering diagonal loading. It should be emphasized that the parameters of the model are 

related to the shape of the RVE. As a consequence, the semi axes of the RVE (see Fig.1.) 

need to be updated. Various propositions exist in the literature (see Gologanu et al. (1997), 

Flandi et al. (2005a)) for the definition of a shape parameter S. It can be shown that the shape 

parameter is only related to the macroscopic plastic strain rate. As a consequence, as for the 

porosity (Eq. 66), the semi axes are only related to Δ%$ and Δ%�. Finally, even if the final 
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system can be quite complex, only a set of two equations similar to set (70) is obtained (not 

presented here for sake of brevity). 

The numerical implementation of more complex models like the one of Madou et al. (2012), 

accounting for ellipsoidal voids, could be treated also when the strain rate tensor is diagonal. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

Analytical expressions for mechanicals fields (macroscopic stress, effective equivalent plastic 

strain rate in the matrix, plastic multiplier) are derived when the porous material is described 

by the Gologanu et al. (1997) or Gurson (1977) yield surfaces. The present work provides the 

first explicit link between the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix and the 

macroscopic loading and the geometry of the RVE. Note that this effective equivalent plastic 

strain rate was introduced in a heuristic way by Gurson (1977) to extend his model valid for 

perfectly plastic material to complex constitutive law. This heuristic extension is widely used 

in the literature for porous models based on limit analysis but also for porous models derived 

from the macroscopic potential. This method is valid for thermo-viscoplastic material with 

strain rate hardening and is not restricted to perfectly plastic material. 

 

When the approach is applied to rigid perfectly plastic matrix material, results of the literature 

are retrieved concerning the macroscopic stress and the plastic multiplier. It is also 

demonstrated that the method is able to provide analytical expressions of mechanics fields for 

non-axisymmetric loading and for orthotropic matrix material when the loading directions and 

the orthotropy axes are aligned. 
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The main novelty of the proposed work is that analytical expressions are also obtained when 

the matrix behavior is viscoplastic. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that those 

expressions correspond only to estimates that have to be validated. Comparisons between 

exact results of the literature and analytical results derived from the Gurson (1977) and 

Gologanu et al. (1997) models are discussed for particular void shapes (spherical and 

cylindrical voids). It is shown that significant differences exist when the strain rate sensitivity 

m is large and the porosity f is low.  

 

Finally, the issue of the numerical implementation of porous plasticity models in a finite 

element code was addressed. It appears that, with the proposed approach, the efficiency of the 

integration scheme can be greatly enhanced by reducing the number of non-linear equations to 

be iteratively solved.  
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Appendix A: Gologanu et al. (1997) model 

Gologanu et al. (1997) have proposed the following yield surface for porous materials with 

prolate and oblate voids: 

LMNC �Σ�� − Σ�� + OΣP * + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � ;RSℎ Uä .WMNX − �Q + 1 * − �Q + � * = 0 

 (A1) 

with 

EFF
FG
FFF
HΣP = 2Y*Σ�� + �1 − 2Y* Σ��O = − åæ�}n> �}n{ ~��P�åÕ �}n> Cn�}n{ Cn�}n> �}n{ kåÕ~��P�åÕ `*ç�~P�åÕ lZ = − å�}n> �}n{ ~��P�åÕ �ænèÕ èä = s�« = 2�Y>é − Y*é ê = �1 − � 

     (A2) 

 

��	is the yield stress of the matrix material. Y* is defined as follows: 

Y* = @CBCC*çq ��ë*          (A3) 

 

where =*	and ?*	are the semi-axes of the outer surface of the RVE (see Fig. 1).	=>	and ?>	are 

the semi-axes of the voids (see Fig. 1). ; = <=>* − ?>* = <=** − ?** is the focal distance. 

��ë*  enters into the definition of the velocity field proposed by Gologanu et al. (1993,1994) 

whose expression is different in the prolate and oblate cases, see below.  

 

For oblate void, Gologanu et al. (1997) have proposed the following expressions for 

parameters	!«,	Q,	Y>é	and Y*é: 
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EFF
FFF
GF
FFF
FH!« = 2 + *�}�`}A�nìíî}�íC`}AíCïî�q`}�íC`}AíCï

��Uð�ðAXQ = #Cqo>`#CC
Y>é = `#A�>`#AC�no>`#AC	~��¶A#A*#AqY*é = �>n#CC��sn#C��s`ñ#CCnp#C���ë* = `~��P�òC �ç�~P�òC �C − =b;(=_�S^_ℎ�ë* � + ó*				

     (A4) 

 

with	Q{ = }}n{ 	 , Q> = }}n>, ë> = =b;(=_ℎ U@ABAX, ë* = =b;(=_ℎ U@CBCX. �> = >ç�~P�òA 	and 

�* = >ç�~P�òC 	are respectively the eccentricities of the inner and outer boundary of the RVE.  

 

For prolate voids, the expressions for	!«,	Q,	Y>é	and Y*é	are (Gologanu et al. (1997)): 

EF
FF
GF
FF
H!« = s√s + s���{ ô�√3 − 2�v_ U#A#CX + >√s v_ õsn#CCn*osn#C�

sn#ACn*osn#A�ö + v_õ√snosn#A�
√snosn#C�ö÷

Q = 0Y>é = #A`�>`#AC�y@�P¶A#A*#AqY*é = >n#CCsn#C�	��ë* = ç�~P�òC �~��P�òC �C − >* v_ §ç�~P�òC n>ç�~P�òC `>¨			
 (A5) 

 

with ë> = =b;(=_ℎ UBA@AX, ë* = =b;(=_ℎ UBC@CX.  
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Appendix B: Particular case øù = ú 

 

The particular case Π> = 0 of Section 2 is investigated. With this condition, system (13) 

becomes: 

EFG
FH LM\NC �Σa + OΣP * + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � ;RSℎ UV .WM\NX − �Q + 1 * − �Q + � * = 02Π*�Q + 1 �Q + � dM\N S^_ℎ UV .WM\NX = 0ΣP(b U
X + 2ΣaΠ* = �1 − � ���"#$Λ > 0

 (B1) 

The second relation of set (B1) implies that (a) Π* = 0	 or (b) V .WM\N = 0. 

 

Sub case (a):	Π* = 0 

From the definition (14) of Π>	and Π*, it follows that 
�� = 
�� = 0. This trivial solution is 

of no interest since plastic loading is assumed. 

 

Sub case (b): ΣP = 0 

From the definition of the yield function Eq. (B1-1), one easily gets: 

Σa = ± M\N√L �1 − �           (B2) 

 

The sign of Σa is defined so as to ensure the positivity of the plastic dissipation.  

2ΣaΠ* = �1 − � ���"#$         (B3) 

 

This implies that Σa and Π* must have the same sign. Thus: 

Σa = ��� >`{√L SQ_�Π*          (B4) 

 

From relationship (B3), the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix is found: 
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"#$ = *|gC|√L            (B5) 

 

So, we finally have: 

EFF
GF
FH"#$ = *|gC|√LΣ�� = �2Y* − 1 >`{√L ���SQ_�Π* Σ�� = 2Y* >`{√L ���SQ_�Π* Λ = � gC�>`{ √LM\N�

        (B6) 
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Appendix C: Link between the sign of the plastic multiplier, the effective equivalent 

plastic strain rate in the matrix and ûù 

 

The sign of t>	has to be selected in Eq. (22) to ensure the positivity of the plastic multiplier Λ. 

To check this feature, the definition (28) of the plastic multiplier is used: 

Λ = − gA�}n> �}n{ dM\N~��P�dxA        (C1) 

 

Since hyperbolic sine is an odd function, we have SQ_�VS^_ℎ�Vt> � = SQ_�t> . From Eq. 

(C1), one gets: 

SQ_�Λ = −SQ_�Π>t>         (C2) 

 

On the other side, the effective equivalent plastic strain rate is given by: 

"#$ = xAyzUaXn*xCgC>`{          (C3) 

 

With use of Eq. (24) one gets: 

"#$ = >>`{ §t> U(b U
X − 2OΠ*X − 2Π* gCdgAL �Q + 1 �Q + � S^_ℎ�Vt> ¨ (C4) 

Since, 

Π> = − yzUaX`*ègC* ,         (C5) 

 

the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in the matrix has the following form: 

"#$ = −t>Π>ℬn         (C6) 
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with ℬn = *>`{ §1 + gCCdCgACL �Q + 1 �Q + � ~��P�dxA dxA ¨.  It is clear that ℬn	is always positive. As 

a consequence, from Eqs. (C2-C6), the positivity of the two terms "#$ and Λ is satisfied when 

the product t>Π> is negative. In other words, t> and Π> must have opposite sign. 

Note that the case t> = 0 (i.e.		ΣP = 0 from Eq. (21)), corresponds to the sub case (b) of 

Appendix B.    
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Appendix D: Analytical expression of the plastic multiplier ý	for the Gologanu et al. 

(1997) model 

 

The porous material is under plastic loading so at least one of the diagonal components of 
 is 

non-zero. Let us consider that 
�� ≠ 0. The plastic multiplier is given by: 

Λ = 
�� U ,-,.IIX`>
         (D1) 

 

From Eq. (11), it follows: 

Λ = aIIM\N �2Z�Ot1 +t2� U− 12+ OY2X + 2�Q + 1 �Q + � VY*S^_ℎ�Vt> �`>
  (D2) 

 

The term t* + Ot> can be replaced in (D2) with use of Eq. (24). Therefore, one obtains: 

Λ�Q + 1 �Q + � VS^_ℎ�Vt> = aIIM\N UgCgA �1 − 2OY* + 2Y*X`>
   (D3) 

 

With definitions (14) of	Π> and 	Π*, the analytical expression of Λ is found  

Λ = − gA�}n> �}n{ dM\N~��P�dxA        (D4) 

 

Note that the definition is valid also when 
�� = 0. In that case, for axisymmetric loading, 


�� is non-zero. By using Λ = 
�� U ,-,.JJX`>	 and relationships (11) and (24), one obtains: 

Λ�Q + 1 �Q + � VS^_ℎ�Vt> = aJJM\N U−2 gCgA �1 + O�1 − 2Y* � + 2�1 − 2Y* X`>
 

 (D5) 

 

Eq. (D3) for Λ  is retrieved by introducing into Eq. (D5) the expressions of	Π> and 	Π* given 

in  Eq. (14).  
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Appendix E: Particular case 

 

Gurson model: 

The GLPD model coincides with the Gurson model when spheroids are spherical. By 

adopting the following parameters:  Z = 1, Y* = >s, O = 0, Q = 0, V = s*, expression of 

Section 2.2.1 can be used. We also have Π> = − >* (b U
X , Π* = >s �
�� − 
��  and j =
`*n�p`��CC�AC�`>`{C`���CC�AC{C�

�C�CC�AC{  

 

For this set of parameters, the macroscopic stress, the effective equivalent plastic strain rate in 

the matrix and plastic multiplier have the following expressions: 

EFF
GF
FHΣ�� = ��� Ut> − >st*XΣ�� = ��� Ut> + *st*X
"#$ = xAyzUaXn*xCgC>`{Λ = − gA{qCM\N~��PUqCxAX

         (E1) 

 

From Eqs. (24) and (27), the two coefficients t> and t* are:  

[t> = *s v_�j + √j* − 1�SQ_ �(b U
X�t* = − s* gCgA �S^_ℎ Us*t>X        (E2) 

 

With a perfectly plastic matrix, Leblond (2003), Monchiet et al. (2013), Gologanu (1997), 

Balan and Cazacu (2013), Dormieux and Kondo (2013) have proposed a parametrization of 
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the components of the macroscopic stress derived from the Gurson yield surface (spherical 

void). Eq. (E1) is similar to their parametrization. 

 

For a viscoplastic matrix with a power law dependence	��� = ��"#$� , the effective flow stress 

in the matrix is: 

 ��� = �� U >>`{X� Ut>(b U
X + 2t*Π*X�
        (E3) 

 

For spherical loading (Π* = 0 or equivalently 
�� = 
�� and j = >n{C*{  , the set of equation 

(E1) becomes: 

EFG
FHΣ�� =	Σ�� =	 *s���v_ U>{X SQ_ �(b U
X�
"#$ = Cq��UA�X�yzUaX�>`{Λ = �yzUaX�sM\N�>`{C 

       (E4) 

 

With ��� given by Eq. (E3) 

 

Cylindrical void in a viscoplastic matrix: 

A viscoplastic material containing cylindrical void is considered here. The GLPD model 

contains also the Gurson model with cylinder. For that purpose, the following set of 

parameters has to be adopted : Z = 1, Y* = >*, O = 0, Q = 0, V = √3. In this case, Π> and Π* 

are linked to the macroscopic strain rate by  Π> = − >* (b U
X and Π* = >*
��. Then, the 

solution X (Eq. (19)) of Eq. (18) becomes: 
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j = `>nþ>nsî�JJ(bU
Xï
Cõ>n{Cns{Cî�JJ(bU
Xï

Cö
sî�JJ(bU
Xï

C{        (E5) 

Analytical expressions for Σ��, Σ��, "#$, Λ and ���  are : 

EFF
GF
FHΣ�� = ���t>Σ�� = ����t> + t* "#$ = xAyzUaXn*xCΠ2>`{Λ = − Π1√3��\0S^_ℎ�√3t1���� = �� U >>`{X� Ut>(b U
X + 2t*Π2X�

       (E6) 

 

Note that Eqs (E6) are valid for a viscoplastic matrix having a powerlaw flow stress. 

 

In addition 

 7t> = >√s v_�j + √j* − 1�	SQ_ �(b U
X�
t* = aJJ√syzUaX �S^_ℎ�√3t>�       (E7) 

 

Under axisymmetric �
�� = 
��  plane strain loading (
�� = 0	or  Π* = 0) one has ,  

j = >n{C*{ , t* = 0 and t> = >√s v_ U>{X SQ_�
�� . Finally, from Eq. (E5),  we have: 

EFF
FFG
FFF
FHΣ�� = 1√3���v_ U1�X SQ_�
jj Σ�� = 1√3���v_ U1�X SQ_�
jj 
"#$ = 2√3 v_U1�X|
jj|>`{Λ = 4|
jj|√3�\0U1−�2X
��� = �� Î 2√3 v_U1�X|
jj|>`{ Ñ�

        (E8) 
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Gurson with general loadings conditions: 

A porous medium (spherical void) subjected to general loading conditions is considered. The 

constitutive law is described by the Gurson model. Based on Eq. (60) and Eq. (61), we have 

the following expression for the yield surface: 

$CM\NC + 2Ø>�;RSℎ Us$C�*M\N X − 1 − Ø>�* = 0        (E9) 

with: 

7 � = − >s (b UΣ	X
Ø = Us*Σa: ΣaXAC ,         (E10) 

where Σa	 is the deviatoric stress tensor. From Aravas (1987),   the mean and effective strain 

rate can be obtained for the flow surface: 

[%�� = −ΛU,-,�X%�$ = ΛU,-,$X           (E11) 

Combining Eq. (E9) and (E11), one obtains: 

Ø = − s$A$C{* ��� �Û�ÜÛ�Ý� S^_ℎ Us$C�*M\N X       (E12) 

Using the scheme developed in the paper (see Section 2), and by defining: 

 j = ;RSℎ Us$C�*M\N X          (E13) 

Eq. (E9) provides a quadratic equation in X: 

Us$A$C{* X* �Û�ÜÛ�Ý�* �j* − 1 + 2Ø>�j − 1 − Ø>�* = 0    (E14) 

From Eq. (E13) we obtain: 

� = ± *M\Ns$C v_�j + √j* − 1�       (E15) 

where j is the positive solution of Eq. (14). 

The analytical expression of q is obtained from Eq. (E12): 
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Ø = − s$A$C{* ��� �Û�ÜÛ�Ý� SQ_�� √j* − 1      (E16) 

Note that q is always positive. As previously in this paper, the sign of p is determined from 

the positivity of the equivalent strain rate in the matrix. 
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Appendix F: Extension to non-axisymmetric loadings 

 

In this Appendix, we extend the strategy proposed for axisymmetric loading in Section 2.2.1. 

The extension deals with strain rate loading given by Eq. (1) where the three diagonal 

components are different. We also assume that the porous model of Gurson type has the 

following form   

Φ = ¿M\NC ��Σ�� − Σ�� * + �Σ�� − Σ�� * + �Σ�� − Σ�� * + Β;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i + Z = 0 (F1) 

 

where coefficients A, B and C may depend on the void geometry, the porosity and material 

parameters. ! UΣX	is a linear function of the components of the macroscopic stress: ! UΣX =
	Á>Σ�� + Á*Σ�� + ÁsΣ��.  Eq. (F1) is representative for the Gurson model with 	Á� =	½ and 

of the GLPD model when the semi axes of the spheroids are aligned with the principal 

loading direction. 

 

By adopting the following definition,	Δ> = Σ�� − Σ�� and Δ* = Σ�� − Σ��, Eq. (F1) 

becomes: 

Φ = ¿M\NC �Δ>* + Δ** + �Δ* − Δ> * + Β;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i + Z = 0    (F2) 

 

 The derivatives of the yield function Φ with respect to the stress components are evaluated: 

EFF
GF
FH ,-,.II = *¿M\NC �Δ> + Δ* + ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.II

,-,.ÅÅ = − *¿M\NC �2Δ> − Δ* + ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.ÅÅ
,-,.JJ = − *¿M\NC �2Δ* − Δ> + ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.JJ

      (F3) 
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where terms 
,�U.X,.��  are constant. Under plastic loading, the plastic multiplier is positive Λ > 0 

and at least one of the three plastic strain rates 
�� , 
�� , 
�� is non-zero. Without loss of 

generality, we assume that  
�� ≠ 0. Combining Eq. (5) and Eq. (F3), a new set of relations 

is obtained for the main unknown variables Δ>,  Δ*  and  Λ: 

EFF
GF
FHΔ> + Δ* = M\NC*¿ ÎaIIÏ − ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.II Ñ
−2Δ> + Δ* = M\NC*¿ ÎaÅÅÏ − ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.ÅÅ Ñ
Δ> − 2Δ* = M\NC*¿ ÎaJJÏ − ÐM\N S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i ,�U.X,.JJ Ñ

       (F4) 

 

The elimination of  Λ in Eqs (F4) leads to a linear system for Δ>,  Δ* : 

EFG
FHΔ>�
�� + 2
�� + Δ*�
�� − 
�� = − M\NÐ*ÌÍ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N iℒ>
Δ>�
�� − 
�� + Δ*�
�� + 2
�� = − M\NÐ*ÌÍ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N iℒ*

    (F5) 

where ℒ> = ,�U.X,.II 
�� − ,�U.X,.ÅÅ 
�� and ℒ* = ,�U.X,.II 
�� − ,�U.X,.JJ 
�� 

 

It is important to notice that the functions ℒ>	and ℒ*	are linear combination of the 

macroscopic strain rate D since ! UΣX	is linear with respect to the components of the 

macroscopic stress. So the expressions of Δ>	and	Δ* are found: 

³Δ>Δ*µ = − M\NÐ*¿ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N iℳ`>. ³ℒ>ℒ*µ       (F6) 
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with	ℳ = ³
�� + 2
�� 
�� − 
��
�� − 
�� 
�� + 2
��µ. The solution exists when the determinant 

"�(�ℳ = 3	
���
�� + 
�� + 
��  is non-zero. Please note that when 
�� + 
�� + 
�� =
0, the values of Δ> and Δ* can also be found in a more direct manner. Indeed, in that case, 

from Eq. (F4), it appears that ! UΣX = 0 and from the first two relations of set (F3), closed 

form expression for Δ> and Δ* are obtained. In that particular case, where the mean strain rate 

is vanishing, the porosity is not evolving and the effective stress for the porous medium is 

Σ#$ = − M\N√� �� + Z . 
 

Assuming that the condition "�(�ℳ ≠ 0 is met, the variables Δ> and Δ* are shown to be 

scaled by the effective yield stress ��� of the matrix.  

EFG
FHΔ> = − M\NÐ*¿ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N iℒ�>
Δ* = − M\NÐ*¿ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N iℒ�*        (F7) 

with  ℒ� = ℳ`>. ℒ	.  
Based on expression (F7), the yield function (F2) is written as:  

ÐCp¿ S^_ℎ h�U.XM\N i Uℒ�>* + ℒ�** + �ℒ�* − ℒ�>�*X + Β;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i + Z = 0    (F8) 

Similarly to Section 2.2.1, the variable X is defined as j = ;RSℎ h�U.XM\N i. 

As a consequence, Equation (F8) becomes a quadratic expression in X: 

ÐCp¿ �j* − 1 Uℒ�>* + ℒ�** + �ℒ�* − ℒ�>�*X + Βj + Z = 0      (F9) 

 

A positive solution X exists (at least for the Gurson (1977) model or the Gologanu et al. 

(1997) model). A direct consequence is that the scalar term  ! UΣX is still proportional to the 
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yield stress in the matrix, as already mentioned in Section 2.2.1 for axisymmetric loading 

conditions: 

! UΣX = ±���v_�j + √j* − 1�         (F10) 

 

As ! UΣX is a linear function of the stress tensor, the components of the macroscopic stress 

can be written in a generic way by combining Eq. (F10) with Eq. (F9): 

ÂΣ�� = ���ψ�Σ�� = ���ψ�Σ�� = ���ψ�            (F11) 

 

where ψ� , ψ� 	and ψ�	are analytical expressions. Please note that the sign in Eq. (F10) is fixed 

from the equivalence between the macroscopic and microscopic plastic dissipations. 
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